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Abstract: Drought is a natural disaster affecting agriculture worldwide. Drought mitigation and
proactive response require a comprehensive vulnerability mapping approach considering various
factors. This study investigates the vulnerability to agricultural drought in South Korea based on
exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability. The evaluation of agricultural drought factors yielded 14 items,
which are categorized into meteorological, agricultural reservoir, social, and adaptability factors.
Each item is assigned a weight using the analytical hierarchy process (AHP). We analyzed vulnerability
to drought disaster in agricultural reservoirs, and generated vulnerability maps by applying the
vulnerability framework for climate change. The generated map was divided into four categories
based on drought vulnerability: A (Very high), B (High), C (Moderate), and D (Low). The weights for
the meteorological (0.498), agricultural reservoir (0.286), social (0.166), and adaptability (0.05) factors
were obtained using AHP. The rating frequencies were 41.91%, 19.76%, 9.58%, and 5.39% for A, B, C,
and D, respectively. The western region is extremely vulnerable to meteorological and agricultural
reservoir factors, whereas the eastern region is more vulnerable to adaptability. The results of
this study visually represent agricultural drought and can be used for evaluating regional drought
vulnerability for assisting preemptive drought responses to identify and support drought-prone areas.

Keywords: agricultural drought; vulnerability; reservoir; disaster; analytical hierarchy process (AHP);
South Korea

1. Introduction

Precipitation patterns are expected to change worldwide due to climate change, and the magnitude
and frequency of droughts have been increasing due to the lack of precipitation [1]. Drought is a
globally damaging disaster that has economic and social effects, and is classified into four main types
according to duration, scope, and frequency [2–4]. Droughts are commonly classified as meteorological,
hydrological, agricultural, and socio-economic types. Agricultural drought is defined as the occurrence
of damage to crops due to the lack of soil moisture and agricultural reservoir water, directly affecting
crop growth and yield [5–7]. According to a recent drought-related study, the intensity and frequency
of droughts are expected to increase due to climate change [8–10].
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In the past, drought has been evaluated using a single indicator, such as the local drought
index and damaged area [11]. However, procedures such as vulnerability mapping and evaluation
that comprehensively evaluate various indicators are essential to prevent, mitigate, and prepare for
long-term and frequent droughts due to climate change [12–15]. The concept of vulnerability generally
refers to the degree of potential damage to the internal state of a system caused by external influences
in fields such as food security, natural disasters, and disaster management [16,17]. Vulnerability is also
defined as the extent to which the environment and social system are exposed to the adverse effects of
climate change and is derived through the relationship between exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability
functions [18,19]. From an agricultural perspective, vulnerability assessment is a potentially useful
tool for proactive drought response. The severity of agricultural drought varies across regions;
hence, it is necessary to evaluate vulnerability by analyzing the reasons for agricultural drought
according to the meteorological and topographic characteristics of each region through vulnerability
assessment [20–23]. Gentillucci et al. [24] analyzed the impact of climate change on water resources.
A complex region of Italy was selected. Precipitation and temperature, which have a significant
effect on drought, were evaluated spatiotemporally through six topographic variables, and expressed
through GIS. Kang and Sridhar [25] evaluated the severity and intensity of future droughts based
on precipitation, temperature, hydrological models, and various drought indices. Hoque et al. [26]
proposed a spatial multi-criteria approach through vulnerability mapping in northwestern Bangladesh
to establish a drought mitigation strategy. They observed that the strategy was effective for mapping
drought vulnerability. Mohmmed et al. [27] studied drought vulnerability in five agricultural areas
of Sudan. In addition, they evaluated various components of the vulnerability index among the
communities in the study area. Murthy et al. [28] generated a detailed vulnerability map and mitigation
measures to minimize the loss from droughts. Moneo [29], evaluated the vulnerability components by
developing an adaptability index for evaluating agricultural drought vulnerability through coping and
response capabilities, such as regional characteristics, environment, and economic system. In addition,
several studies have been conducted on drought vulnerability mapping—for example, studies on
drought vulnerability considering a single factor [13,30] and on vulnerability assessment through
spatial analysis using remote-sensing tools [28,31]. However, no studies have investigated agricultural
droughts in a comprehensive and reliable manner by selecting various factors and objective criteria.
Vulnerability derived through evaluation is more reliable when a weight system is established for each
item. In this study, the weights of evaluation items were calculated using the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) to formulate an objective criterion for evaluating vulnerability to agricultural drought.

South Korea has approximately 18,000 agricultural reservoirs, which should be considered when
evaluating vulnerability to agricultural drought. Such an investigation needs to consider not only
agricultural reservoirs but also meteorological and environmental impacts. This study was conducted
on 3500 government-managed agricultural reservoirs out of about 18,000 agricultural reservoirs in
South Korea. The study presents vulnerability assessment criteria for 167 cities and counties in eight
provinces of South Korea. The past statistical drought events are analyzed and objective evaluation
items are selected using previous studies. Evaluation items are pre-processed by applying weights
calculated through standardization and AHP, and appropriate grades are set for drought-vulnerable
stages by region. This study aims to present appropriate evaluation items for agricultural drought
vulnerability maps. It also aims to analyze vulnerable areas in South Korea and create agricultural
drought vulnerability maps through objective evaluation methods.

2. Study Area

South Korea is a country in East Asia, constituting the southern part of the Korean Peninsula
and sharing a land border with North Korea. It lies between 34◦18′ N and 37◦22′ N and 124◦19′ E
and 130◦52′ E [32]. Due to climate change and abnormal climate, natural disasters occur frequently
in East Asia, and disasters such as drought are increasing in South Korea than in the past. A high
temperature phenomenon occurs the worst drought in 104 years, and drought occurred nationwide in
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2012, and regional drought occurred in the southern region in 2013. The precipitation in the central
region of South Korea was 46% of the mean historical rainfall record, resulting in a severe drought in
2015. In addition, there was a serious shortage of precipitation nationwide, and 2822 (ha) of drought
damage to agricultural paddy fields occurred. Since then, continuous drought has occurred every year,
causing socioeconomic damage and damage to crops, and drought countermeasure committees and
countermeasures have been promoted [33]. South Korea’s agriculture is mostly conducted in summer,
and water supply and precipitation are concentrated in the summer. Figures 1 and 2 show the locations
of meteorological stations and land cover map (Ministry of Environment), and the spatial distribution
map of annual average precipitation and annual average temperature from 1981 to 2018.

Figure 1. Location of South Korea on the eastern edge of the Asian continent (GG: Gyeonggi, GW:
Gangwon, CN: Chungcheongnam, CB: Chungcheongbuk, JN: Jeollanam, JB: Jeollabuk, GN: Gyeongnam,
GB: Gyeongbuk).

Figure 2. Locations of meteorological stations and land cover map (Ministry of Environment), and spatial
distribution map of annual average precipitation and annual average temperature from 1981 to 2018.

Korea’s climate is an annual mean temperature of 12.3 ◦C and a range of annual average
temperatures from 6.6 ◦C (winter) to 16.6 ◦C (summer). Climatologically, the annual maximum
precipitation is usually recorded during the summer rainy season, from late June through July.
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Many parts of South Korea receive between 1200 mm to 1400 mm, which is slightly above the worldwide
average. The annual mean precipitation is approximately 1300 mm. The middle and southwest regions
are major agricultural areas. Agricultural water withdrawal constitutes approximately 47% of the
total water use in South Korea, and is mostly utilized for paddy irrigation. This study was conducted
in 167 si/guns (i.e., cities/rural areas, respectively) across South Korea. It is intended to consider
measures tailored to each region through the assessment of vulnerability to agricultural drought based
on agricultural reservoirs.

3. Data and Methodology

In South Korea, drought is generally assessed through the drought index of SPI
(standardized precipitation index). SPI is a drought index that analyzes the lack and excess of
precipitation based on precipitation, and can flexibly evaluate drought according to the time unit.
This drought index has the disadvantage of evaluating drought through single or few indicators,
such as precipitation. This study comprehensively evaluates agricultural drought by constructing
various evaluation factor for each region through vulnerability evaluation.

The factors for the assessment of climate change vulnerability are classified as exposure, sensitivity,
and adaptive capacity in IPCC reports [34]. Exposure is an indicator of the likelihood of occurrence
of an event in a vulnerability assessment and of the frequency and severity of climate change.
Sensitivity indicates the influence on society and the environment in the event of an abnormal
disaster, such as drought. Exposure and sensitivity negatively affect drought vulnerability. In contrast,
adaptive capacity, which is a measure of the response to the effects of drought, positively affects drought
vulnerability [35]. In this study, the evaluation items of vulnerability to agricultural drought were
classified into positive and negative types and the items relevant for evaluating exposure, sensitivity,
and adaptive capacity in the existing vulnerability assessment for climate change were selected.

3.1. Meteorological Data

Meteorological data are items related to exposure in the assessment of climate change vulnerability.
For example, the lack of precipitation causes drought. Therefore, they are an important parameter
when evaluating vulnerability to agricultural drought. Meteorological data, such as precipitation and
temperature, can be used as criteria for determining vulnerability to agricultural drought. These data
comprise the monthly precipitation (MD01), the number of days without precipitation (MD02),
and the number of days having a high temperature over 33 ◦C (MD03) (Table 1). South Korea’s
heatwave advisory defines a daily maximum temperature of 33 ◦C or higher [36]. The average annual
precipitation in South Korea is 1200–1500 mm, with intensive precipitation from June to August.
Weather data were collected through the Automated Synoptic Observing System operated by the Korea
Meteorological Administration.

Table 1. Meteorological data details and abbreviations.

Category Abbreviation Details

Meteorological data
MD01 Monthly precipitation
MD02 Number of days without precipitation
MD03 Number of days having a high temperature over 33 ◦C

3.2. Agricultural Reservoir Data

Agricultural reservoir data are items related to exposure—such as meteorological data—that
were selected considering various aspects of South Korean agricultural reservoirs. They are another
important factor for assessing vulnerability because they directly affect agricultural drought. The lower
the water level of the reservoir, the more vulnerable it is to drought. In this study, the agricultural
reservoir data comprise the number of days in which the water reserve rate was below the drought
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warning level of interest (agricultural reservoir data: RD01), end-of-month water reserve ratio (RD02),
reservoir water level reduction ratio (RD03), watershed ratio (RD04), effective storage reserve per unit
area (RD05), and irrigated paddy field (RD06) (Table 2). The detailed items were obtained through the
Rural Agricultural Water Resource Information System of the Korea Rural Community Corporation
and Korean Statistical Information Service.

Table 2. Agricultural reservoir data details and abbreviations.

Category Abbreviation Details

Agricultural reservoir data

RD01 Number of days in which the water reserve rate
was below the drought warning level of interest

RD02 End-of-month water reserve ratio
RD03 Reservoir water level reduction ratio
RD04 Watershed ratio
RD05 Effective storage reserve per unit area
RD06 Irrigated paddy field

3.3. Social Data

Social data are items related to sensitivity in the vulnerability assessment. They are factors that
can determine the severity of damage caused by an agricultural drought. These data comprise the
agricultural population ratio (social data: SD01), rice paddy ratio (SD02), and paddy water dry area
(SD03) (Table 3). If the values of SD01, SD02, and SD03 for a region are higher than the national
averages, the region is vulnerable to agricultural drought.

Table 3. Social data details and abbreviations.

Category Abbreviation Details

Social data
SD01 Agricultural population ratio
SD02 Rice paddy ratio
SD03 Paddy water dry area

3.4. Adaptability Data

Adaptability data are items relevant to the response to an agricultural drought. Meteorological items,
agricultural reservoir items, and social items have a negative effect on drought vulnerability,
whereas adaptability items have a positive effect. These data comprise the number of auxiliary
facilities that can supply water, apart from agricultural reservoirs, and thus, assistance waterworks
(adaptability data: AD01) and pumped storage (AD02) were selected (Table 4).

Table 4. Adaptability data details and abbreviations.

Category Abbreviation Details

Adaptability
data

AD01 Assistance waterworks
AD02 Pumped storage

3.5. Vulnerability Assessment Method

In this study, the vulnerability to agricultural drought was evaluated through items that could
replace exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity. Based on meteorological and hydrological data,
such as agricultural reservoir and precipitation data, 167 si/guns were evaluated as agricultural
drought vulnerability areas, and data from 2015 to 2018 were obtained. Evaluation items with different
dimensions require the integration of units and properties, and accordingly, standardization was used
as a pretreatment process. Standardization is done by applying a re-scaling that incorporates values
between 0 and 1. The re-scaling method is based on the scope of the indicator and can have the same
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scope between indicator. In addition, it has the advantage in that the vulnerability score can be easily
calculated by converting units of various distributions non-dimensionally [37]. Re-scaling can be
performed through Equation (1) by using the maximum and minimum values for each item.

z =
x − xmin

xmax − xmin
(1)

The adequacy of the assessment items of vulnerability to agricultural drought and the weight
for each item were calculated through a survey and AHP. AHP is a decision-making method that
systematically evaluates alternatives to derive priorities and importance when evaluation criteria are
numerous and complex [38]. The various evaluation elements constituting the problem are layered,
and the weights for each element are derived through a pairwise comparison of the elements for each
layer (Equation (2)). AHP proceeds in stages, first defining the concept of decision making and setting
alternatives. The comparison of different alternatives establishes the criteria that can represent each
characteristic and effect well, and derives the importance of the optimum through evaluation [39].
In this study, AHP was used to assign weights to the assessment items for agricultural drought
vulnerability, and a questionnaire was administered to 44 experts in academia and practice [40–42].

A =



a11 a12 a13 · · · a1n
a21 a22 a23 · · · a2n

a31 a32 a33 . . . a3n
...

...
...

...
...

an1 an2 an3 · · · ann


(2)

The assessment of vulnerability to agricultural drought by region is shown in Equation (3) by
combining the weights of the items through standardization. In addition, the results of the regions
in the vulnerability assessment can be classified into grades A (Very high), B (High), C (Moderate),
and D (Low) through the equal interval method. The closer the region is to grade A, the safer it is
against agricultural drought, and conversely, the closer it is to grade D, the greater is its vulnerability
to agricultural drought.

Drought Vulnerability
= ((MD×WMD) + (RD×WRD) + (SD×WSD) − (AD×WAD)) × 100

(3)

where meteorological data (MD), agricultural reservoir data (RD), and social data (SD) are items that
increase the vulnerability to agricultural drought, and adaptability data (AD) can compensate for the
vulnerability. W represents the weight of each item.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Standardization and AHP Weight

In this study, agricultural drought vulnerability was evaluated in 167 si/guns in South Korea,
and island regions that are greatly affected by climate were excluded. The items selected for the
assessment of vulnerability to paddy agricultural drought were three meteorological items, six
agricultural reservoir items, three social items, and two adaptability items from 2015 to 2018. The items
with different units were re-scaled from zero to one by calculating the maximum and minimum values
(Figure 3). SD03 and AD02 showed extreme results, but the other items showed various distributions.
The results obtained through standardization were classified into grades A, B, C, and D based on the
quartile for each item, and scored as 100, 80, 60, and 40, respectively [27]. The closer the score is to 100,
the safer the area is against drought, and the closer the score is to 40, the greater is the vulnerability of
the area to agricultural drought. Areas without reservoirs and areas with paddy fields less than 0.3 ha
were excluded from the evaluation.
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Figure 3. Standardization range for each indicator (MD: meteorological data, RD: agricultural reservoir
data, SD: social data, AD: adaptability data).

AHP analysis was performed through a survey of agricultural drought and agricultural reservoir
experts. First, a hierarchical structure was formed by dividing four major categories and 14 detailed
items, and a comparison matrix of Equation (2) was created. Based on the pairwise comparison
data, the weights of the middle classification and detailed items were calculated, and the priority
was identified through the scores for each evaluation item (Table 5). The weights are in the order of
meteorological data (49%), agricultural reservoirs (28%), social items (17%), and adaptability (5%).
The meteorological section had the highest weight, and the adaptability section had a slightly lower
weight in the assessment of vulnerability to agricultural drought. As for the weight of the detailed
items, MD01 was the highest at 54% in the meteorological item, and MD02 (35%) and MD03 (11%)
values were shown. There are six detailed items of the agricultural reservoir, the weight of which was
the highest as RD01 (32%), and the importance of RD06 (6%) was somewhat low. The importance of
detailed items of social data was similar in three factors, SD01 (22%), SD02 (42%), and SD03 (36%),
respectively. Adaptability data were AD01 (79%) and AD02 (21%), showing differences between the
two factors. In this way, the weight of all items have been calculated, and items to be focused on can be
identified when evaluating agricultural drought vulnerability.
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Table 5. Calculation of weights for each indicator through analytical hierarchy process (AHP).

Category Weight Classification Abbreviation Weight

Meteorological data 0.498
Monthly precipitation MD01 0.54

Number of days without precipitation MD02 0.35
Number of days having a high temperature over 33 ◦C MD03 0.11

Agricultural reservoir data 0.286

Number of days in which the water reserve rate was
below the drought warning level of interest RD01 0.32

End-of-month water reserve ratio RD02 0.25
Reservoir water level reduction ratio RD03 0.15

Watershed ratio RD04 0.13
Effective storage reserve per unit area RD05 0.09

Irrigated paddy field RD06 0.06

Social data 0.166
Agricultural population ratio SD01 0.22

Rice paddy ratio SD02 0.42
Paddy water dry area SD03 0.36

Adaptability data 0.05
Assistance waterworks AD01 0.79

Pumped storage AD02 0.21
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4.2. Region-Based Agricultural Drought Vulnerability Assessment

The meteorological, agricultural reservoir, social, and adaptability data were considered based on
existing climate change vulnerabilities to evaluate the vulnerability to agricultural drought in South
Korea. Areas vulnerable to agricultural drought were mapped for each item by calculating the weight
derived using the AHP method and the standardized results for each item (Figure 3). The null values
of (B) and (C), which are areas without values, were not indicated on the spatial map. The agricultural
drought vulnerability result values were based on Equation (3), and first, standardized items were
graded through the quartile range. Meteorological data, agricultural reservoirs, and social data indicate
negative effects on agricultural drought, and opposite values are expressed through inverse numbers.
Adaptability data were classified as a positive influence. Finally, the agricultural drought vulnerability
by year and item was expressed using Equation (3).

Meteorological data were assigned the highest weight of 0.498 through the AHP method,
and vulnerability was evaluated through three items: MD01, MD02, and MD03. On the spatial map,
the vulnerability of meteorological data (Figure 4A) was observed to be the highest for Chungcheongnam
(CN) compared with that for the other regions. The proportion of adaptability vulnerability (D) is
higher in the CN area, and the proportion of social vulnerability (C) is higher in the central area than in
the northern and southern areas. The quantitative values are listed in Table 6. The national average
vulnerability value of meteorological data is 69.19. The value for CN is 57.96, which is much lower
than the aforementioned national average. Chungcheongbuk (CB) and Jeollanam (JB) show the next
lowest values. In contrast, Gyeongnam (GN) and Jeollanam (JN) appear to be meteorologically safe.
CN, CB, and JB, which have a high ratio of C and D, need to respond to vulnerabilities by considering
responses to precipitation and high temperatures.

Figure 4. Vulnerability map by factors related to vulnerability to agricultural drought ((A): meteorological
vulnerability, (B): agricultural reservoir vulnerability, (C): social vulnerability, (D): adaptability vulnerability).
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Table 6. Comparison of the average score for each factor related to vulnerability to agricultural drought
and the national average score. Red represent lower than the standard value. Yellow represent higher
than the standard value.

Meteorological Agricultural
Reservoir Social Adaptability

Average Standard Average Standard Average Standard Average Standard

GG 69.80 (+)

69.19

72.93 (−)

75.26

89.31 (+)

80.57

49.33 (−)

59.27

GW 71.56 (+) 82.12 (+) 88.86 (+) 46.43 (−)

CB 65.25 (−) 77.07 (+) 86.83 (+) 60.95 (+)

CN 57.96 (−) 69.27 (−) 71.50 (−) 69.19 (+)

JB 65.60 (−) 74.38 (−) 72.35 (−) 66.91 (+)

JN 73.09 (+) 71.76 (−) 72.41 (−) 66.70 (+)

GB 68.07 (−) 78.40 (+) 77.40 (−) 64.71 (+)

GN 73.87 (+) 77.63 (+) 81.80 (+) 63.45 (+)

Agricultural reservoir data are an essential factor for supplying the water required for paddy
fields when evaluating vulnerability to agricultural drought. These data were assigned a weight of
0.286 through the AHP method. The sub-elements of agricultural reservoir data were evaluated in six
categories: RD01, RD02, RD03, RD04, RD05, and RD06. The results of the vulnerability assessment
are shown in Figure 4B, and areas without agricultural reservoirs were excluded from the evaluation.
Typically, there are no agricultural reservoirs in the GG and GW regions, and the vulnerability to
agricultural reservoirs was evaluated in 132 si/guns. In the agricultural reservoir vulnerability map,
the western regions are more vulnerable than the eastern regions. Among them, CN is the most
vulnerable region. The national average vulnerability value of agricultural reservoir data is 75.26,
and CN shows the lowest value at 69.27. JN (71.76) is the second most vulnerable area, and GW (82.12)
is the safest area. Areas with weak agricultural reservoir supply capacity require improvements in
auxiliary water source facilities and water resource management technologies.

Social data include the proportion of the population and farmland affected by the environment.
They indicate the amount of damage caused by a drought. Accordingly, the ratio of agricultural
population, the ratio of agricultural paddy, and the dry area of paddy fields (SD01, SD02, SD03) were
evaluated. In the case of GG and GW, areas where the proportion of agricultural paddy is 0.3% or less
were excluded, and consequently, GG and GW are safer than the other areas. Overall, the southern
region is more socially and environmentally vulnerable than the northern region. The national average
vulnerability value of social data is 80.57. The corresponding values for CN, JB, and JN are 71.50, 72.35,
and 72.41, respectively. The most socially safe areas are GG, GW, and CB, with the values of 89.31,
88.86, and 86.83, respectively. Socially vulnerable areas need to formulate measures to improve their
response to vulnerability through the introduction and training of management personnel.

Adaptability data correspond to adaptive capacity when evaluating existing climate change
vulnerabilities. The meteorological, agricultural reservoir, and social data items increase the
vulnerability to agricultural drought, whereas the adaptability data items can respond to agricultural
vulnerability. The AHP analysis assigned a low weight of 0.05 to these items. This result shows that
the importance of a supplementary supply of agricultural reservoirs in South Korea is low. AD01 and
AD02 are included as details. In Figure 4D, regions with weak adaptability appear nationwide, but GW
and GG are the most vulnerable regions. It is difficult to evaluate data in relation to reservoirs and
rice paddies. The national average vulnerability value of adaptability data is 59.27. The values for
GW and GG are 46.43 and 49.33, respectively, which are lower than the aforementioned national
average. CN, the most vulnerable area in the other categories, is the safest area in this aspect with an
adaptability value of 69.19.
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4.3. Mapping of Agricultural Drought Vulnerabilities

The vulnerable areas were analyzed by evaluating the vulnerability of the meteorological,
agricultural reservoir, social, and adaptability factors. Through the integration of vulnerability of each
item, the weights obtained from the AHP analysis were applied to create a map of vulnerability to
agricultural drought in South Korea. Figure 4 shows the map of vulnerability to agricultural drought
by year from 2015 to 2018 and a map of vulnerability to agricultural drought in South Korea based on
all the factors and weights. The frequency of D in CN and GB was high in 2015, 2016, and 2017. CN was
the most vulnerable area. Moreover, in 2018, the frequency of D was the lowest, with most regions
being safe against agricultural drought. As a result of the analysis of spatial maps by year, compared
with other years, 2015 was the most vulnerable in the central region. The proportion of the blank areas
in this region, which are areas that were not evaluated nationwide, was 2.34% (Table 7). The ratio of D
in 2015 nationally was 18.56%, and that of A was 24.55%. In 2016 and 2017, the proportions of D were
8.98% and 5.99%, respectively, which were lower than that in 2015. On the other hand, there were no
D grades in 2018, and the proportion of A was 53.29%; this was the safest year against agricultural
drought. The map of vulnerability to agricultural drought was plotted and analyzed from 2015 to 2018.
Consequently, it was observed that the most vulnerable year was 2015, and the safest year was 2018.
The proportion of D was the largest in CN, and GB was also vulnerable. If the vulnerability assessment
is carried out by year, areas susceptible to agricultural drought every year can be estimated.

Table 7. Frequency of agricultural drought vulnerabilities.

Rate (%) Low (D) Moderate (C) High (B) Very High (A) Blank

2015 24.55 17.94 15.57 18.56 2.34
2016 44.91 14.97 7.78 8.98 2.34
2017 29.34 24.55 16.77 5.99 2.34
2018 53.29 16.77 6.59 0.00 2.34
Total 41.91 19.76 9.58 5.39 2.34

The meteorological, agricultural reservoir, social, and adaptability factors were combined from
2015 to 2018 to plot the map of vulnerability to agricultural drought. Figure 5 shows a map of
vulnerability to agricultural drought in South Korea. Figure 6 shows the number of A, B, C, and D
grades by si/guns in South Korea to evaluate the regions that are most vulnerable to agricultural
drought and the ones that are safe. CN was the most vulnerable region, and the other vulnerable areas
were identified as GB and JB. The total agricultural drought vulnerability areas of South Korea were
classified as A (41.91%), B (19.76%), C (9.58%), D (5.39%), and blank (2.34%) (Table 7). According to the
frequency evaluation by si/guns, the regions with the highest blank ratios were GG and GW, and these
ratios were low in all the regions except CB. The area most vulnerable to agricultural drought was CN,
with the highest percentage of D grades. JB, GB, and GG are considered vulnerable because of the high
percentage of C. The safest area against agricultural drought was GN, with the highest percentage of
A. JN and GW are also considered safe areas with a ratio of C to D of zero. In this study, a map of
vulnerability to agricultural drought was prepared, and the vulnerable areas were analyzed based
on the map. Consequently, CN was analyzed the most vulnerable area. In the CN region, eight of
the 13 regions were found to be the most vulnerable through a drought vulnerability assessment.
The total cultivated paddy rice area in the CN region, was 146 103ha, accounting for around 17.6% of
the total agricultural area in South Korea. In the meteorological category, the amount of precipitation
during irrigation was lower than in other regions and the number of consecutive heatwaves was higher.
In the category of reservoir and society, the water level in the reservoir was somewhat lower, and the
agricultural population and paddy area were slightly higher, indicating vulnerability. The auxiliary
water supply was high, but if all factors were comprehensively evaluated, the CN area was analyzed to
be a vulnerable area. CN is necessary to undertake measures preemptively to respond to agricultural
drought in this area.
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Figure 5. Agricultural drought vulnerability map of South Korea (left: 2015–2018 vulnerability map,
right: final vulnerability map).

Figure 6. Number of each small administrative boundary of the eight provinces-level across South
Korea as determined by the agricultural drought vulnerability categories.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a map of regions vulnerable to agricultural drought was prepared for si/guns in
South Korea for undertaking preemptive agricultural drought responses. The results of previous
studies were employed to evaluate the vulnerability to agricultural drought, and detailed evaluation
items were selected: three meteorological data, six agricultural reservoir data, three social data, and two
adaptability data. These 14 factors were standardized through re-scaling, and the weights for each
factor were calculated using the AHP method. The grades were divided into A, B, C, and D through
quartiles, and the vulnerability to agricultural drought was assessed through the grade criteria. For the
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main and detailed items, positive and negative items were classified, and scores were assigned from 40
to 100 for the A, B, C and D grades. Vulnerability was evaluated by applying weights to the scores of
each item. Through the AHP analysis, the weights were calculated as follows: meteorological data
(0.498), agricultural reservoir data (0.286), social data (0.166), and adaptability data (0.05). A map of
the evaluation factors was generated by applying weights to the values that had been pre-processed.
CN was the most vulnerable area in terms of meteorological data vulnerability (57.96) and agricultural
reservoir data vulnerability (69.27). The social data also showed that CN was the most vulnerable area
(71.50). On the other hand, the adaptability data showed that GW (46.43) was the most vulnerable
area. The results of the frequency according to the grade obtained through the map of vulnerability to
agricultural drought prepared by year are 2015 D (18.56%), 2016 D (8.98%), 2017 D (5.99%), and 2018
D (0%). The year most vulnerable to agricultural drought was 2015. An analysis of the map of
vulnerability to agricultural drought in South Korea showed that CN had the highest ratio of D,
making it the most vulnerable area to agricultural drought. GN, JN, and GB are considered the safest
regions owing to the high ratio of A and B.

In this article, evaluation items and methodologies were presented to analyze the vulnerability to
agricultural drought, and the areas that should be considered to respond preemptively to drought
were determined. However, the weight calculated through AHP analysis was relatively high for the
meteorological effect. In the future, a more reliable method of calculating weights should be considered
by using correction or various calculation methods, as well as AHP analysis. In addition, it is necessary
to consider the accuracy of the study by establishing evaluation items for a long period of 30 years or
more, not a short period. The results of this study can be used for drought response while analyzing
vulnerable areas and proactively supporting them.
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